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·  .. Executive Summary  __ 
Soon  after the fonnation  in.  i98l  of the Gulf Cooperation Council  by  Saudi  Arabia, 
Kuwait, Bahrain, Qatar, the United Arab Emirates and Oman, the GCC ·too_k the initiative 
·to seek adqse relationship and free trade agreement with the European Community. The 
Community's response was positive given.the economic importance of  these countries and 
. the  strategi~ imJ)ortance of the GUlf region.  .  . 
. ,  .  .  .  - .  .  1- .'  ... 
A Cooperation Agreement was concluded in  1988 and free trade negotiations began in 
. 1990. Since then the free trade negotiations have not progressed and results deriving from 
. the CO<)peration Agreement have been limited.  The two sides· held a  Troika _Ministerial .  · . 
·  .. Meeting in Granada· on 2o  July  1995 to give new political impetus .and- momentum to 
their relationship. 
- The EU and GCC  ar~·· closely inter  ... dependent economically.  The GCC is theEU,s 5th  .  / 
largest export market
1 and the only one of the five in which the EU has a consistent. trade  _· .. 
surj>lus.)n 1994. EU exports to the GCC  totall~d 19.3 billion ECU.  The· GCC  accounts 
. for 23. 7%. of EU oil imports, is the biggest single supplier a_nd  has the world's largest oil 
. · reserves as well as considerable gas reser-Ves.  The EU is· both ari important export market 
. for the GCC and an important source of investment.  .  . 
.  .  .-~  \  .  -."  .  .  '  '  ') 
To ehsure progress towards· a 'aynamic,  m~tUally beneficial  arictstr~tegically important · 
reh1tionship,  EU  ··arid  GCC . troika . ministers  in  -Granada · made  _the xfolloWing , 
.  recommendations .: . 
r  to stren8then. the ,EU-GCC  pQliti~ dialogue;·.  . . .'· 
to increase eeonomic  coopeniti~ and prop~se solutions for unblocking the oitgoing 
free trade negotiations;  · - ·  ·  · 
·  io  develop  instruments  of cooperation  which 
1will  promote ·increased. reciprocal-. 
knowledge and understanding, especially in the culh}ral and scientific fields.- ·  · 
These  recomm~ndati~ns  _hav~ been  e~dorsed by· the two ·sides -and  d~cisions should be  . 
taken on their implementation at the next EU-GCG Joint Council-Ministerial Meeting-in· 
Luxembourg in April  1996.  · · ·  ·  ·  · · 
The_ basis for strengthening the EU-GCC politiciil dialogue is shared political and security -
interests. EU countries have played an important rple in Gulf sectirity during' the Iran-Iraq 
war. and in the _liberatipn  of Kuwait., J:he. Et; shoulq affinn its  continui~g concern- for 
·. GCC security-in the framework of  its Commori-Foreign an~  Security Policy. Strengthened 
political dialogue will  also enable the EU. and GCC to better appreciate and coordinate 
their support for the Middle· East Peace Process and  to discuss international· is5ues of 
.common interest. Twice yearly .meetings at seniof official level ·should be proposed:, . 
.  '  '  .  . 
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EU-GCC  economic  interests· are  based  on  energy  inter-dependence.  This  would  be 
reinforced  by  increased  EU-GCC  cross-investments,  vertical  integration  and  industrial 
alliances.  A  free  trade  agreement  would. provide  a  long-term  framework  for  such 
d~velopments. A free trade agreement remains obj.ectively of interest to the two sides. It 
would provide duty-free access for the EU to its 5th largest export market and duty-free 
access for GCC  exports to an EU market of perhaps 500 million by  early  next century. 
European  Commission  and  GCC  officials  should  make  every  effort  to  unblock  the 
. negotiations in order to make concrete proposals to the Council and to EU-GCC ministers 
at the April  1996 meeting. Conclusion of a free trade agreement could be the single most 
important contribution to ensuring a close permanent EU-GCC relationship.  Of course, 
the speed and the concrete steps with which we wish to achieve a Free Trade Zone, must 
·always depend on  careful  examination of the advantages and disadvantages that could 
, occur with each.further step in those industrial sectors of both sides which must be seen 
as particularly affected.  · 
The draft Communication stresses the need to open new areas of  cooperation and promote 
increased reciprocal knowledge and understanding.  Strengthening political dialogue will 
contribute to these· objectives; enabling  a  more  substantial  discussion  of questions of 
human  rights . and  democracy.  A  key  new  area  would  be  decentralised  levels  of 
cooperation at-civil  society· level.  Programmes already established in the framework of 
EU Mediterranea11  policy  could provide models.  GCC ·participation in  the Euro-Arab 
Management  School jn Granada  and  EU-GCC  scientific  cooperation  in the  fields  of 
environment and energy,  in  particular solar energy,  would be  valuable.  By  opening a 
Delegation  in  Riyadh;  accredited  to  each  of the  GCC  countries  and  to  the  GCC 
Secretariat,  :the  European  Commission  could  contribute  directly  to  strengthening 
cooperation,  increasing the.  effectiveness  of EU  business cooperation  instruments and 
promoting increased contacts and understanding. 
The  successful implementation of. these  recommendations would  lead  to -a  qualitative 
improvement  in EU-GCC .relations.  The  GCC  is  a  region  of considerable  strategic 
importance for the EU.  A stronger region to region relationship should complement and 
assist the existing close bilateral  relations between EU and GCC  countries. It requires, 
however, that the GCCshould continue to strengthen its regional~ economic, political and 
military cooperation. Continuing EU emphasis on relations with the GCC at the regional 
level does not mean that parallel bilateral relations with indiVidual·GCC countries should 
not also be pursued. 
The Commission recommends that the Council· shouid reaffirm the strategic importance 
of a strong GCC regional group and its commitment to the development of  a  strong EU-
GCC relationship. The Commission will, in. accordance with the recommendations of  the 
Granada Troika. Ministerial  Meeting and  its negotiating directive, .  seek to conclude the 
free trade negotiations and to make proposals for expansion of  EU-GCC cooperation and · 
regional, decentralised programmes of  cooperation. 
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lMPROVlNG RELATIONS BETW·EEN THE EUROPEAN UNION:'AND .· 
THE COUNTRIES 'OF. THE _GULF·COOPERATION COUNCrL (CCC). 
·- _\ 
.  ·. t.:  ...  INTRODUCTION  '; 
0  I  '  > 
.•  ·.Historically,  soon. after the formation  in  198.1  of the Gulf Cooperation Council by_ the · · 
origin1;1l and present6 member countries (Saudi Arabia, Ku~ait, Bahrain; Qatar, lJnhed ..  · 
. Arab. Emirates and  Oman),  the· GCC took the initiative to establish a close relati'on~hip 
'and free .trade' agreement with the 'European Community: The 'community's response was 
positive,  recognising the vital  importance of these countries for the Jsupply  of oiHo  its 
-'economy and, more widely, of  their role as'energy suppliers to the international economy-. 
·The Community'also recognised the significance of  a regionalgroup_ing ofthese countnes 
·- for promoting stability· in the strategically vital Gulf area. - · 
·-~  . 
The' institutional  framework for  EC~GCC r~lations was'  pmyided  in . 1988,  when 'the ' . 
~uropean  '..Community  and ·member  countnes· of t4e  GCC · conclu'de4  a  Cooperation 
. Agreement. The EC-GCC Cooperation Agreement was the first of a ne"X  generation of 
EC,.  international  agreements  which included ·provisions  for  complementing  and 
strengthening relations by providing for the. negotiatio~ of a free trade agreement.. With 
the conclusion. of the  Cooperation  Agreement.ihe .two  sides  recognised  the  objective 
importance of  their relations based on ·economic and energy· intetdep(mdence. · · 
.  .  .  '  .  .  ··-.....  . 
· , ··  However, since -the adoption of th_e  second negotiating directive, the negotiations for a 
. free  trade  agreement  have  not  progressed  a:_t  alL  The GCC  side  have  not· offered- a 
· comprehensive· response to·the EC proposals. In April· 1993,~  they insisted instead that the  - :· 
free ·trade . negotiations  should ·ooncentrate ·first- on.  _prioritY~  secto~s and  put  for-Ward·· 
proposals for the energy :sector, the effecf of  which would have limited the _EC  ability to· .. 
:introduce a carbon energy tax, a proposal which the GCC side con'siders woulq harm their  . 
eriergy  ~nterests. 2'. 
In parallel to· the· free tr:ade  negotiations; concrete· results deriving from.  the Cooperation 
Agreement nave been• slow and' limited to:·  . 
•  Cooperation in· the field' of customs and! from this year· in· the: field of standards  . 
. •  Energy  coop~ration with  the  holding: of a  number  of EC-GCC  Energy· Working· 
Group meetings, an EU-GCC Energy Symposium in Muscat in· April  1994, aJid. the 
EU-GCC  Ad~Hoc Group's Joint Repm:t on Interrelated issues of Ener-gy  and'  the· 
Ehvrronment. 
•  EC:-GCC Irtdustriali Conferences  (Graitad~ 1:990;:  Doh~:  l99Q~ and' in Muscat from  .. 
16,..118: Octobe11  l'99S)}  · 
•·  Environment cooperation: with; the. setting· up: of  a·. marine an& wirdl:i:fe'. sanctuary in 
Jubaili ~Saudir  Arabi:a~L 
'Fhis: year:'s, schedul'ed'.  Jb1nt 'Councit-Mini'sterial: Meeting was. postponed' and~  a' first:.ever 
EU-GCC  Troika\ Mi'nisterial' meeting,. was; nel'd·  in· Granada on 20' July' l99S to  assess~ 
relations. between tfie  two  groups,  In  agreeing- to:  hoi'd\  this  meeting-,.. the> two- sides. 
recognised~. in.  effec~ that> special· attention was required if' new  political~ impetus· and 
momentum were to· be given· to their rel'ati.onship:. 
/ 
2'. ·  THE: IMPORTANCE OF EU-GCC RELA'FIONS 
The origj.nalLpremises· of EtJ-GCC cooperation~ narnel'y a: high· degree· of' economic and 
energy· inter-dependence;, have· not change& 
l~f.  The importance of the. GCC for the E.U 
·  Despite; a small totar population of just over 21 mimon inhabitants, the GCC is tile 5th 
laFgest market for EC exports
1
,  l'arger than China and. the CIS and the only one of the 5 
witli. which the EC' has~.·consistently, an  export surplus.  Total  EC-GCe bilateral  trade 
reached' over 30'  billi'c:m  ECU in  1994. E€ exports amounted to li9: 3 oiui·orr ECU and the 
EC trade, surplus was 7..9  billion ECU. It is important to recognise, however, that since  · 
crude: oil~ represents 70%; of  EC.imports from the GCC, the lever of  the. EC trade surplus 
is, to  a  targe.  degree.  a' reflection qf low oil  prices:  The  weakness  of the:  US  .dollar 
compared to. EC currencies is another factor influenCing the size of  the EC' trade surplus. 
Oil continues, to be the· most important component of  EC energy. consumption:. 45%. In 
1'994- the GCC countries: were the  single  most important  source. of' EC  oil  supplies, 
accounting for.  23.. 7%. of  total imports.  EC external energy dependence is estimated to 
increase from  so: to 60% by 2010.  By  then,  oil and; gas will' be the most  important 
components of  energy consumption. GCC countries have the largest oiP reserves in the 
world~. 4  7%~.  and: 1'4·. 5% of  world natural gas reserves. EC energy dependence on the GCC 
in the· medium term is therefore bound· to i"ncrease.  · 
I 
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2.2  The importance of the EUfo-r .GCC  countrie~ 
Although Asia.isthe· single mostimportant d~~tinatio~  fo~'·occ·ail'exports, the-EC is :the  · 
second most important rriarket,  accounting for some  15% :of GCC  oil exports in  1992. 
Whereas some minor. spot  U~·iG ~ales to_ some. Member States took. place  r~cently, the 
GCC does- not yet sup.ply  nattiral  gas to the EC  on a contractual long-:teim basis, but as 
-EC  dernand  for  gas  increases, . GC.C  .  ga8  production.  plans  will  -inevitably  lead  to 
. · sigri.ificant.GCC  gas exports  to  the  EC  in the. future.  Overall,  and  leaving -aside  the 
question of  future EU  enlargement, the imp~rtance of  the EC energy market for the.GCC 
should.  increa~e in relation. to increasing EC ·external. energy dependence. 
In te~s  of  diversific~tion of GCC exports, tlie EC .~bsorbs·a major share o(GCC exports 
Qf refined petroleum products, petrochemical products_ and aluminium:  - -_  - · 
~  .  > . 
EU Member States are also the second tnostimportant foreign i~vestor in the GCC, ahead 
of  Japan and second oply to the US~ In contrast to US investment, which· is concentrated 
.  .  .  .  .  "  I·  . 
in one sector,  petro~hemicals, -EU Member. States investment is widely_ spread through-
- 'industrial sectors.·  For example: in Saudi Arabia the EU -Member States are the principat 
foreign ·investor  in  6  _out  of  7  industrial  -sectors  arid  second  in  the  ontf sector, 
petrochemicals, i!l  which  the United States' leads.  Oil  the .other  hand,  the EU Member 
States are tlie second destinationofGCC outward investment While there is considerable 
direct  GCC  foreign  investinent  in_ the  Me~ber States,  in  palticular  in  refining  and 
d,istributing automotive fuels,' the bulk of GCC investments in the EU Member States are 
portfolio investments in deposits, bonds and equities_.  ·  ·  ·  · 
3.  - EU-GCC INTER-DEPENDENCE AND THE NEED· FpR A ST.RONGER 
RELATIONSHIP 
As--the above paragraphs indicate, the key  ~ord  in describing EU-GCC energy~ trade a;d · · 
investment relations is inter-dependence.  An  annex  provides full  ~tatistical details.  But · . 
clo_se  relations cannot be based  simply. on  a  strong. trade arid  inv~stmerit fqundatiori; 
although this is a vital  pre-requisite.  To ensure .progress towards ·a 'dynamic, 'mutually 
benefidal and strategically important relationship,: it is· nece~sary that El}-GcC relations 
. - should be based on shared political and securitY interests, a framework for their strong 
trade,  energy and economic interests,  good  ~uitural relations and _cooperation  between 
-6ivil SOcieties.  The Cranada Troika Ministeriai  meeting of 20 July •1995  addressed all-
three areas and made the following recommendations :  ... /  :.  . '- .  .  .. 
.  - ..  .  . 
.  • .  _.  ·to ~trengthen the EU-GCC political dialogtte;  ·. 
•  ·to increase economic cooperatiQn and propose solutions for. unblocking the ongoing  · 
free trade negotiations;  ·  - ·  ·  , 
.  '  ' 
•.. to -develop  instruments  of cooperation  which  will  promote  increased  reciprocal 
. knowledge and· understanding, especially in the cul.tunil· and scientific fields. 
<  •  - •  - - •  •  ~  • 
.._..,-
·;· 
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These recommendations were endorsed by  EU  and  GCC  Foreign Ministers meeting in 
New  York on  29  September  1995.  The two sides are now committed to decide on the 
. implementation  of these  recommendations  on  the  occasion of  the  6th EU-GCC  Joint 
Council-Ministerial Meeting which  it has been agreed to hold under ·Italian Presidency 
on 22-23 April  1996 in Luxembourg .. 
It is the purpose of this Communication to review these recommendations and  prepare 
for their successful implementation. 
4.  STRENGTHENING THE EU-GCC POLITICAL DIALOGUE 
Events in  the  political and security  spheres in .re.cent years ought,  if anything,  to have 
strenithened the objective, economic basis for a stronger EU-GCC relationship.  During 
the Iran-Iraq war EU countries  helped  ensure,  by  their naval  presence,  that  the Gulf, 
through which 45% of world oil supplies pass; remained secure for shipping oil to export 
markets. More dramatically, in  1990-91, the important role of  EU countries in the US-led 
alliance to  liberate Kuwait from  Iraqi  invasion  demonstrated Europe's commitment to 
GCC  security  and  independence.  Joint  EU-GCC  support  for  the  Middle  East  Peace 
Process,  and  a  common. desire  to  see  a  balanced  approach  to  resolving  the  most 
dangerous and recurrent cause of  conflict in a region directly bordering on GCC territory, 
· ought also  to· have  confirmed  the  underlying  convergence  of EU:-GCC  political  and 
security interests  .. 
One of the shortcomings of the EU-GCC relationship, however, has been the absence of 
a forum,  apart from  annual, formal  ministerial  meetings, where these common interests 
could be acknowledged, discussed and effectively developed.  On the EU side there is, 
correspondingly, the absence of an  appropriate place for relations with the GCC  in the 
Common Foreign and Security Policy (CFSP). Lack of active affirmation at an EU level 
of interest in  GCC security has led to the impression in the GCC that the United States 
plays an  almost exclusive role in  the political  a~d security spheres.  This impression is 
erroneous. Experience has amply demonstrated, that no international alliance in support· 
of the GCC would be complete or effective without the  backing of EU countries. Lack 
of active affirmation of  EU  interest in GC<;  security has also helped companies in· the 
United States to beJ).efit economically from the perceived US  position as sole champion 
of GCC  security,  not only with regard to military sales but also in  key  sectors such as 
civil aviation and telecommunications. 
The establishment of a regular,  senior-official  level,  reinforced  "political dialogue",  as 
.  . 
recommended by the EU-GCC Ministerial Troika in  Granada on  20 July  1995,  should 
therefore·  provide an  opportunity for both sides to better appreciate the extent of their 
shared  political  and  security  interests.  The  EU  should  in  this  context  consider GCC 
'  security concerns. Events of the past decade have identified the GCC-Iran~Iraq triangular 
relationship as one of the key issues for international security. The EU should  therefor~ 
use the machinery of CFSP to study the issues and examine them with its GCC partners 
in the framework of the strengthened EU-GCC political dialogue.  · . '  ··"  . 
-·  \. 
s· 
Another area in which ·both sides shouid benefit· from  a· reinforced-, political dialogue is 
the Middle East Peace Process.  The important roles played· by  the EU .and the GcC in 
the Peace _Process,  notably the  ~-econ.or:nic aspects
2
;  demonstrate that a new Mid<ile  East. 
region-requires  ~n active economic role by  both the EU and the bee. ·GCC  energy and 
capital  combine<:f  with  EU  Member States 'pnvate investment and. the large EU market 
will .be decisive elements in  determining the economic future of the region.' These roles 
and  sha~ed interests  should  be  subject to much  greater discu'sslon  and  exchange  and, 
.  whe~e  possible, co-ordination. The reinforced political dialogue should greatly assist'  such 
a process.  ·. 
A  further area  in  wl)ich  the  EU  should  seek  to  benefit  from  a ·reiJ!forced 'EU-GCC 
political dialogtie is in  relation to EU Mediterranean policy.  As the above discussion·of 
security  iss~es  underlin-es,  an  EU  vision  to· promot~  security· and  stability  in· the · 
Mediterranean sh.ould not stop at the frontier of Saudi Arabia and the edge-of the Arabian 
Peninsula.  Equally, GCC  political .  and 'security interests· cannot ,be confin'ed exclusively 
-to  the ·geographic· area. of the .  Gulf.  The GCC · countries are, as· much  interested in  the· 
Mediterranean area between them and  Eu~ope as Europe is:  They stand to gairi ·as much_-
.from  our efforts to create ,a vast Euro-Mediterra11ean free trade· area as Europe and the . 
Mediterranean countries themselves. '·Strengthened 'politic~ dialoglie will enable· the, two·· 
sides to better appreciate their~_ common 'iriterests· in the Mediterranean area.  · 
The importance of tpe  GCC in  --the political field  is  not confined to the  Gulf and· the 
. Mediterranean regions. The GCC countries play a major role in international organisations · 
su~h as. OPEC .and _the  Islamic Conference Organisation.  They  have jm?ortant energy 
niaikets in Asia. They have been actively interested iri developments in Central Asia since· 
the end of  th~ Sovi~t Union and they· have followed with great concern events _in former.· 
Yugoslavia;  It is for this latter reason that the EU  Wishes to eQ.list their support for the: 
reconstruction of  Bosnia. All of  these issues could be usefully discussed in 'the framework 
of  a  strengthened political dialogue.  ·  :.  · · ·  · ·  ·  ·  · 
· · Fi~ally, a strengthened polili,cal··djalogue would enable·the two si.des to di8cuss. questions 
or' human: rights and  democracy which are .of importance both at the international level 
· and the 'level of relations betWeen .the EU  -~d GCC.  Discussion' of-these questiomhmd 
·others  such as  prevention ·of terrorism.·is essential if  the two  groups are to.establish a 
closer  political. relatiqnship .. Frank  and  consuvctive  discussion  would. also promote 
increased  r~iprocai knowledge· and  understandjng- as rec9inmended by  EU ·and  GCC 
·- · ministers in ·Granada. 
To implement the recommendation)o strengthen the EU-GCC political dial-ogue the EU  . 
should quickly propose modalities for holding twice.;yearly  meetings at  senior '9fficial 
level· to discus~·all aspects of EU-GCC and international political and security issues of 
common interest..·  . 
.: .. 
\ 
2  Th~ EU  and the· GCC are the  principai  financi~ll .  supporters of the Peace  Proc~ss 5.  STRENGTHENING THE FRAMEWORK OF EU-GCC ENERGY AND 
ECONOMIC INTERESTS 
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By  virtue  of its  importance  to  national  economies  and  the  international  economy 
generally, oil is not just a commodity like any other.  Its key role requires that EC-GCC 
energy  inter-dependence  should  be  accorded  its. full  significance.  Because  EC-:CiCC 
relations have not developed the full potential of early aspirations, the significance of  this 
inter-dependence has been  sidelined in  recent years by other considerations.  The GCC 
countries have tended to consider that by means of  its European.Energy Charter initiative, 
the EC and its Member States are giving priority in its external energy policies to Russia 
and the former Soviet Union.  The EC  has tended to consider GCC objections to ·issues,  · 
such as a possible EC-carbon energy tax,  as  concerns with the shadows rather than the 
substance of energy inter-dependence. 
Energy  policy  is intimately  connected with  economic policy.  For example,  there is  no 
doubt that the underlying realities of energy inter-dependence would be reinforced  by 
greater  cross-investm~nts, with  more GCC  investment in  EU refining and  downstream 
activities, accompanied by  EU countries investment in GCC upstream  and  downstream 
energy  and  energy-related  activities.  Already  important  downstream  investments  in 
Europe, in  particular in the refining industry, have been made by  Kuwait, Saudi  Arabia 
and  the  United  Arab  Emirates.  Furthermore,  European  companies  have  carried  out 
upstream investments in several GCC countries (UAE, Qatar and Oman, in particular) and 
in the refining industry in  Saudi Arabia. However, this process would be greatly assisted 
by an improved framework for EC-GCC energy and economic relations. 
Regarding future trade trends,  GCC countries are as concerned today,  ~r possibly even 
more concerned, to diversify their industrial base· and prepare for the post-oil age as they 
were when taking their initiative. to approach the EC for a preferential trade agreement 
in the mid-1980s. An EC-GCC free trade agreement would give duty-free access for the  . 
products of  GCC industrial diversification to a huge, geographically close market of  some 
500 million inhabitants by  early next century. 
.  . 
· For the EC, given the continuing Importance of the GCC market as described above,  a 
free  trade  relationship  is  as  much  in  our interest today ·as  it  was  at  the  time  of the 
adoption of the first negotiating directives in  f989.  It is obviously of interest to  secure. 
duty free access for EC exporters in the 5th most i!Dportant EC export market.  In  t~rms 
of reciprocal  concessions which. would  be  made to secure a free .trade agreement,  the 
basic considerations are as follows: 
On a larger volume of trade, EC exporters pay GCC duties which are on average 
higher than EU duties,  whereas 
79% of GCC  exports to the EC  enter duty free under MFN arrangements and  a 
further  15% could currently benefit from GSP advantages. 
Finally,  for  both  the  EC  and the GCC,  a  free  trade  relationship  would  provide their 
economic operators a permanent framework for developing cross-investments,  vertical 
· integration and  industrial  alliances which it is clear from  experience that the EC-GCC 
Cooperation Agreement alone does not provide.  · l  . 
·,. 
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. The key to strengthening the framework-of EC,GCC economic interests  th~refore· coufd 
·_lie in the _conclusioq of a free trade agreement. Such an· agreem~nt c.ould be,  objectively, 
·  iri  the ittterest of the tWo  sides·:  -As  to the. World  Trade Organisation. the  Community_ 
would:· ensure  that  such  an  agreement.  would  comply with  its  requirements  and  in . 
. particular ensure that it would cover-essentially all  trade between the h.vo parties.aridall  · 
sectors.  Since  the  harmoni'sed  reduction  of  "duties  on  petro-chemical  products  in  the 
Uruguay Round, the concerns of this important European industry should also be more . 
easily _met.  Finally,  with  the  progressive graduation  Of GCC  countries (rom  the EC's · 
-Generalised System of Preferenc~s. it is urgent fo avoid  ~hat could become,  in  future; 
_increasing trade frictions  betwe~n- the tWo groups.  ·  .·  · 
.• .. 
· Among GCC ·countries; Kuwait, Bahrain and Qatar are members of the WTO.  The UAE 
... are· still negotiating th~ir accession.  Saudi Arabia has applied for WTO membership 1and 
Oman has declared its intention to do so. .  ·  ·  · , · 
.The gioup of Commission- and GCC experts proposed at the Granada meeting·to study  · 
· the unblocking of the ongoing negotiations should  ~ake every effort to  overcome' the 
obstacles-which-have so far prevented progress in-these negotiations. Concrete proposals 
~hould be finalised by  April.l996 to enable decisions by  "*listers at. th~ 6th EU-GCC · 
Joint Council. -If thesCpropoSals lead to the conclusion of a free trade agreement, this 
would  be perhaps the single most important contribution  possible tci  ensuring  a close· 
permanent EC-GCC relationship. Of  ~ourse, the speed and the concrete. steps with which 
we wish to achieve a Free Trade Zone;  must always' depend on careful examimitiori ·of 
. the  advantages· and  disadv·aritages  that  could ·occur .with  e~ch further  step ·  m  those 
industrial sectors of both'sides. which must be seen as particularly. affected. 
~.  . 
-6.  P~OMOTING  INCREASED RECIPROCAL KNOWLEDGE AND. 
UNDERSTANDING 
The GCC  ~ountries have long -enjoyed good bilateral  relations With  EU Member States· 
and bf course ·a number of GCC  c;:ou11tries  gained their independence from the,  U~ited · 
. Kingdom  just ·ove~ 3Q  -years'  ago.  Despite these  advantages, _EU-OCC  bilateral  and 
/  . regional relations have not pro~oted sufficient contacts and excl}anges to accompany and· · 
· assist the development of  official links between the two regions. In particular, the younger 
generations  are  not  fostering · bonds. of .  contact. and  understapding  whi.ch  p~e'-':iOUS • 
generations have done by virtue, mainly, of  shared historical and educational backgrounds 
··and experience. 
<  '  The EU-GCC Troika Ministerial Meeting in  Granada therefore rightly stressed the .need· 
to.open new areas of cooperation and promotereciprocallrnowledge and understanding. 
The. scope for action at the EC level to  correct these deficiencies is,  of course, limited. · 
Bearing in  mind the principle of subsidiarity and the considerably--greater opportunities  -
for action at national level, it is mainly for Member States to adopt policies to expand the 
ScOpe of  contacts- and exchanges with GCC. countri'es.' .  .  .  .  -
. Nonetheless,  at·· the. EO  level,  the  Granada  recommendations  will·  b~ significant.'  As' 
menti·oned  above:in Section 4,  ·st~~ngtheninK'political dialogue will·c<?ntribute  to these 
.  objectives· by  a more substantial  discussion of humari_ rights and democracy.  · 
,..,,.-8 
A commitment to human  rights .and fundamental  freedoms is at the heart of EU policy 
world-wide. The EU believes that the espousal of international standards of human rights 
and  their  respect  are  essential  for  long-tem  social  and  political  stability:  In  this 
framework,  GCC  countries should be encouraged to become signatory .parties and fully 
apply i'ntemational instruments in  relation to  h~man rights.  The EU  is ready to help the 
GCC  countries to establish a· civil ·sociey founded on  the primacy of law in  conformity 
with  the  Declarations and  Action  Programmes of United· Nations  conferences  such  as 
Vienna·(June  1993); Copenhagen (March-April  1995) and Beijing·(September 1995).-
·These subjects  have  not  been  adequately  discussed  at  ministerial  level  and  there  has 
tended to be a dangerous  silence on  ~ensitive matters which,  if not  properly  handled, 
could affect the progress of relations.  More openness and transparency on  these issues 
would help counter reflexive European media and parliamentary critics ofGCC practices. 
The EU should seek through its relations with the GCC countries; which have a special 
position in the Islamic world, to obtain better insight and judgement on  how traditional 
Islam can accommodate modem concepts of human rights. The official political dialogue 
should  also be used  for  understanding and  appreciating  democratic  and  constitutional 
developments.  The breadth an<;l  diversity of EU experience could be valuable to GCC 
countries which are having to realise constitutional changes which have taken decades and 
longer in European systems. 
But a key new area of  cooperation to which Troika ministers referred in Granada was not 
at the official level but at decentralised levels of cooperation, involving civil society and 
non-governmental  organisations.  The possible  participation of GCC  countries in  some 
horizontal  programmes  of ·cooperation  on  the  model  of those  established  for  the 
Mediterranean countries could be very  positive.  They  could lead to greatly  increased 
grass root contact and cooperation in education, 'training and youth, as well  as science, 
local  government and  press and television which is an  essential  accompaniment to the 
promotion of good  official  relations.  This  type  of regional,  decentralised  cooperation 
would undoubtedly contribute to better regional  relations and understanding. 
The GCC countries sh.ould also be natural partners for collaborating with the Euro-Arab 
Management  School  in  Granada.  Economic  development ·and  diversification  of GCC 
economies  is  producing  the  need  for  an increased  supply  of well-trained  managers. 
Moreover,  rapid  GCC  population: growth makes it imperative to create productive .job 
opportunities for new generations. 
Information  and  communication  technologies  constitute  a  vital  sector  for  modem 
economies  and  key  conditions  for  the  emerging  information  society.  They  are  of 
particular relevance for tl)e GCC countries due to the high technological level they have 
already reached and the challenges they face for  the setting up  of a post-oil  economy. 
·Such  areas  should  offer  a  new  field  of cooperation  focusing  on  the  dialogue  of the 
premises of the  information  society  and  aiming at  the  realisation  of pilot  projects  to 
demonstrate the  feasibility  and  the  concrete benefits of the  applications of these  new 
technologies.  · 1', 
The intention of Troika· m-inisters in  Granada- to i~crease scientific cooperation  merits . 
special  attention.". GCC  scientific  capacity. j.s  already. significant in. several  sectors but 
.could  be  strengthened in  coopenitlon  With European  scientific  i_nstitutions.  Common 
.. interests are numerous, -ranging from .global warming to urban and industrial pollution. 
Energy. related subjects could be. prominen( includi-ng  r~newab"le energy.  The Arabian  . 
peninsula offers among  the .best available  sit~s ·world.,.wide for tfie  production of  solar 
energy in. the 21 si century. Con.sequentl y, there are vast untapped·  opporttiniti es for future· 
cooperation  between Europe and  the  Gulf in the field  of solar' (mergy.  Sciet:itific ·and -
technological. cooperation between the EU and the GCC should start as of:n6w to make  · 
these  new .  resou~ces ·fully  available  in  .  due . time.  The  'I~stitu~e  for··  Pro$pective-
Technological Studies in  Seville cduld  provi~e the framework for this cooperation:. 
.  - '  '  .  .  '  ~  ' 
,' 
.  ·. Final.ly,  it is. essential to ~nderline the fact that th~- pursuit of sustainab)e development is· 
a factor underpinning EU relations wi·th_all  third countries (or regional groupings). ·More 
. specifically,  four of  .the  six  GCC  states  (except  UAE ·a.nd  Qatar)  have. ratified .the 
Convention on GlobaJ Climate Change, which calls - inter alia - for a redu~tion in global. 
· .  ·emissions·- from  fossil  fuels.  There is therefore. a· direct link  between  the GCC states' 
..  principal means  ~f  achieving economic growth -·the export ~f  pit·- and the conceql;they  .. 
. .  and  th~ EU share (with others) for the g~obal eiwironment. All  GCC  states formed part. 
of the consensus at the Rio Conference in  1992 which adopted the Rio Principles.  .  .  . 
Topics·in the field of the environment where preliminary discussions indicated that the 
· mutual  interest  could  be  further explored  include  marine. pollution;  hazardous  waste 
management, natUre protection, air pollution arid international environmental coop~ration 
policies.  ·.  - -·  -
I 
If a  joint. commitment  exists  to  cooperate  togeth~r, in -these  regional,  decehtraiised,  · 
sCientific and. other programmes it should not ~e difficult for the EU and GCC to work  · 
out modalities  and  method~ of'  co-:financing  as  recommended·. by ·Troika  ministers  in . · 
Gianada. The'EU has experience of  cooperating ·in.·such programmes With countries which  · 
. have similar or higher levels of per capita :income.·· Shared. experience in these and sii:nilar 
EC-GCC  cooperatii>n .  acttvttl~$. should .help significantly  to. consolidate. and extend 
· official:..level  relations.  ·  ·  · 
. \/ 
,Jhe European Commission  could itself make an· impo$nt contribution to strengthening 
EC:-GCC cooperation and promoting increased contacts and understanding by opening a · 
· ·  ..  Delegation  in .  Riyadh,  capital  of Saudi . Arabia  and ·seat  of the  headquarters  of the 
Secretariit  of the  Gulf  Cooperation  Council.·  A  Commission  Delegation  would  be· . 
accredited to the governments of alt six (iCC countries.  ·  .·.  .  ,  . 
·.In this  third,. gen.eral  <m~a, implementation  of·th~ Granada ·recommendations provides 
··  many possibilities :  - · 
·,.  ' 
•  · promoting mutual-understanding by  discussing  q~estions of democracy and  human. 
rights in the strengthened .official political dialogue;  .  ·..  · 
...  inch,1ding.  the  GCC  countries  i~  EC  programlnes · of· regional,  de-centralised 
. cooperation to increase contacts and grass roots cooperation. in  education, training_ 
and  youth. matters;'  and  in  sCience, ·toccil  government, business educat_io!J.· arid  the 
media.  . 
·1. ·. •  "im.proviQg :transport :links :and streQgtheriing .coqper.ation: 
•  .. scientific cooperation, .:especially  in  areas  of~common  ,interest such;as.energy. 
,..  .cooperation ·.in  theifteld .ofimanagement tniiriing,  both ;pri·vate •ancl,ptiblic, <through 
:initiatives ·such as 'the :Euro-Arab :Management School; 
·•  as aTesult:ofestablishiQg a Commission detegation-in.fhe·GCC region, the EC:cou:ld 
·effectively  promote these ,programmes of cooperation and  effectively  introduce  a · 
Q.nurriber :of iinstruments  to ·streQgthen  economic ·coqperation .such :as ;the 'Business 
··Cooperation Networ1c@3C .Net), :Bureau :de ;~pprochement des ·Entreprises•{BRE) 
.  and ;the .:European ~Gommuriity 
11nvestment \Partners '.(ECIP~. 
7.  Tt>WARDS A ·QUALITATIVE IMPROVEMENT :IN ;RELATJONS · 
.. The -.intention :of :EU-GCC Troika ,ministers ·in  Granada 'in making recommendations to 
strengthen :political, .economic .and :cultunil and ;scienti:fic n::lations was  <to provide Jor a 
qualitative:im,provement :in EC-licC  n~lations. llndeed, :str.ong~economic  inter-dependence 
and shared ;political :and secuiicy interests, support 1the view that ;the ttwo .regions 'should 
develop, over time, ;a :stroQg,  .strat~gically.im.portant !11elationship. 
This view .of  an :evolving,  :stroQg· ;f.elationship  is ;not  one ·:which  .puts  in ·question the 
present, ,pre-dominant ,role :oLthe United :States in  'GCC military :security  ..  T:his is a fact 
It should ·not:obscure, !however, the :role which lEurope ~has ;played, and will,·.no ·doubt, 
continue :to •pl~y  1in the~:broader  .context .ofiGCC' 'security in particular <economic security. · 
I! is also·:a fact ·that ·since the ·original ;EC...:GCC  commitment ·to establish close :relations; 
the EU is gi·ving  new :emphasis  to -relations with ,countries to the  south.  This  new 
·emphasis in EU rextemal  policy, a direct  Te~ult ofithe .end of:the :Cold War and a desire 
to balance the EU's .East and ·south .policies, implies .increased importance for the EU of 
the GCC.  The view ;of ·an .evolving, strong EU~GCC  ·relationship continues, ·of course, to 
be most firmly b'ased  on  the present and future importance of 'EU-GCC  economic and 
energy inter-dependence.  · 
The above analysis has shown, however, that an .important relationship, such as the EU-
GCC relationship, cannot be·taken for granted and 'left to take care of itself. All important 
relationships must be worked at and given the correct attention and priority by both sides. 
ln·the case of the .EU and GCC member states, there has been a tendency to look at the 
trade figures and at bilateral relations and to leave everything at the regional level to take 
care of itself. The EU-GCC relationship provides complementary, regional added value 
to bilateral  relations.  But if regional  relations are  neglected,  or become the  source of 
irritants,  then  region-to-region  relations  can  spill  over  and  ·have  harmful  effects  on 
bilateral relations.  · 
Of  course,  the  development  of  the  region-to-region  relationship  depends  on  the 
development ofthe regional  structures and competences of the two sides. It is therefore· 
essential that the process of GCC  cooperation and integration continues as its member 
countries  have  resolved.  An· economically,  politically  and  militarily  strong  GCC, 
constituting a firm,  independent pillar in  the sensitive and strategically important Gulf . 
area security  system  is  of major interest to the European  Union.  A  weak and  divided 
GCC would add dramatically to the potential for instability in the area and the potential 
for interference by the GCC's powerful neighbours. In the context of the follow-up to the II-
.  I. 
'  ,;_ 
Granada  Troika  Ministerial-Meeting -and  the  desire  for. -a  qualitative  in1provement in 
EU~GCC  relations, it is;  therefore, important thafthe GCC should_ go on with its poli_cy · 
commitments to strengthen integration and the role of  th~ GCC. This~does not wean tpat, 
·.  -in  parallel, bilateral relations with each of the Gul(countries should not be pursued and. 
encouraged accordfng to each· country's speCific chanicterisiics: .  .· 
' .. 
.  lll!plementation of  tl)~ recommendations of  th~ Granada Troi~a Ministerial ft4eetirig 'will  · 
co~nstitute a·test case for EU-GCC relations.  Reinforcirigthe political dialogue,  finding"'. 
solutions to problems obstructing progress towards strengthening economic relatiorisand  _·  . 
developing .  new  cooperation· and •  a  meaningful-·  .. cultural  dime~si(!n to  relations,  is  a  · 
realistic .  agenda.  It is  in  line  with. the  approach .  followed ·in_ the .Euro-Mediterranean .· 
-partnership frmp.ework.  It does ~ot require, 'either, a  shift in GCC policies 'or orientatiqns. 
·If  th~  ·agenda is implemented, it would provide for the 'desired  q~atitative improvement 
in  relations.  The  EU  should  therefore  make  a  maximum  effort· to. ensure that,  in' · 
accordance -with. the  recommendations .of the Granada Troika'Meeting, ·the· relevant. 
- -- ·  deeisions can be,prepared for a successful 6th Joint Council-1\:finisterial.Meeting_. ·  , . 
. '  ..  8.  '  . CONCLUSIONS -AND RECO_MMENDATIONS ' .  ' 
In  the light of  the above review of EU-GCC-relations, the Commission recommends 'that 
. the Council should:  ·  ..  ·  ·  ·  · 
•', .. reaffirm the strategic importance of  a strong GCC regional group capable of  playing 
a progressively more important role in. the eooriorri1c, :poli~cal·  and securitY  spheres~ . 
•  ·.·.reaffirm its commitment to the development of strong, mutually benefi~al EU-GCC 
relations~ ·  - ·  · ·  ·  ' 
· · •  confirm  the  n~  to  include  th~ GCC  countries  in  the  EU's global  strategy  for 
· improving  relations  with  partners from  other  re~i,ons:a~d in pahicular._with  the 
Mediterranean  area~  '  ' 
•·  reaffirm  its  commitment·  to  fol1o~-up  ·  and  implem_ent  successfully  the · _ 
. _recommendations and conclusions of the .Granada. Troika Ministerial Meeting and.  -·· 
·thereby achieve. a qualitative improvement in EU-GcC relations;-.· : ·  .·_  .  .·  .· 
.  .  .  ' 
· •  iil  particular,  the  Couridl  should  agree··to  reinforce  Eli-ace ministerial  level 
political .coope~ation by  holding. twice-yearly  meetings at  s~nior Qfficial  level to 
· · discuss· all  aspects of EU-G(C, and international, ·political  and  security_  issues of 
common interest. 
For- its part, the Commission will 
•  · iri accordance with the Granada Troika Mi~isterial me~ting recommendations ~nd its · 
negotiating directive, identify with its GCC counterparts ·obstacles to progress in the 
ongoing·  EC-GCC  free  tr-ade  negotiations·· with  a ·view  to  re~launching these 
negotiations, ensuring that a resulting agreement woufd be in  conformity with .the 
.  requirements of the WTO~  .  / ,, ... 
12 
•·  in liaison with its GCC counterparts and in the framework of the  1989 Cooperation 
Agreement,  make proposals for a significant expansion of cooperation in  areas of 
mutual interest; 
•  make proposals for increasing contacts and understanding in the fields of;r.egional,  .  · 
decentralised cooperation, scientific and· management cooperation.·and programmes 
to strengthen. economic cooperation. · 
..  stuay. the  suitability  of presenting  to the Council  a  complementary  mandate  for 
·  negotation concerning services in line with the OMC dispositions.after having carried 
· oot·the appropriate research into the legal and eecinomic impact on the.Free ,:frade .. 
Zone and taking· into account .  the offers presented by the •G£C within· the GATS 
framework.  · 
The Commission will keep the Council fully informed of its actions in following up the 
recommendations.of the Grariada Troika Ministerial Meeting, including developments in 
the free.trade negotiations and make appropriate propoSals ;in time,for the preparation,of. 
a  .. ·successful · 6th  EU-GCC - Joint  Coundr-Ministerial · Meeting  to  be .,..held  on.  ~  . 
22-23 April  1996 in Luxembourg. 
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The quantit~tive significance of our- trade relations is coupled with a considerable  ·trade surplus .  ~ 
.. which  was.  of 7.9  Billion  ECU  in  1994.  For  every  ECU  we  imported  fro~ ttie  GCC 
· (predominately crude· oil) we exported J.7 ECU of-manufactured goods to the GCC region.  -
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'The GCC is the EU's hrrgest trading partner in. the Arab world totalling alrhost 40% of our trade 
·  with Arab countries and ~%  of total EU's expoxjs to third Cou~tries~  ,  . ··  '  . 
'. 
.  COMPARISON BETWEEN EU'S EXPORTS TO THE GCC AND OTHER ZONES OR 
. .  .  .  .  ~OUNTRIES:  .  .  . 
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China.· 
Maghreb·  12.7 
Mercosur  ·  14.8 
·Ex-Soviet Union ·  15.8  .. 
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STATISTICAL ANNEX 
2. The EU-GCC Energy Interdependence 
Half of EU's energy is  imported and two thirds of those total imports are oil. More than 20% of 
oil  imports  are  provided  by  the  GCC.  This  means  that approximately  10%  of EU's  energy 
consumption is supplied by GCC countries.  .  ~-
However, GCCs share in,EU's energy consumption is forecast to increase because: 
1  ..  ,~European.  U~ion .energy  production  will  decline  by  more  than  -10%  by  2010' int'reasing 
..  ·~ impprtJequirements from the present 50% to 60%.of<EU's energy consumption;  · ·  · .,  '', 
..  -·2~  .In al!,scenarios·oil·w.ill retain the·highest share of  energy consumption; 
'  3.  The.GCC holds 46% ofthe world's proven oil reserves . 
· EU'S SUPPLIERS OF  .CRUDE OIL: 
~-
· Rest of the world 
I 
Norviay 
A  18% 
22% 
Iran 
10% 
CIS 
,  'EU-GCC.  .interdependenc~ is:reinforced by the fact that the EU .is the closest destination of 
GCC's oil exports and the largest ·importer of GCC oil after Asia: 
..  A  . 
DESTINA  TIONhRENERGY EXPORTS FROM'THE GULF REGION:  .  . 
EU  25.7% 
us  11.3% 
Japan  23.7% 
Arab countries  9% 
Asia exc. Japan and China  19.J .% 
,....,_,. 
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. ·3.-GCC Member  States 
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GDP (Million USD) . 
Per Capita Income  ,. 
Unemployment 
ExportS(Million USD) 
lmpo~Million  USD) · 
-----
·. Balance(Million··usD) 
Expor~·to 
Imports  fro~. 
h:  . 
·, 
Saudi Arabia  _  Kuwait 
.16  ...........  /  l75 
' 108,000  25,000 
. '11,000  15,100 
6.5%  Negligible 
39,000  11,800 
26,000  6,800 
+12,000  +'5,000 
US21%' ..  . France 16%. 
Japan 18% 
$ingapo~e 6% . 
·  France 6% 
Korea5% 
.  ~us i8% 
UK12% 
Japan ·19% 
Germany5% 
France 5% 
' . 
Italy 15o/o 
:Japan 12% 
UK 11% 
US35% 
Japan 12% 
UK9% 
Cariada9% 
--
Bahrain· 
0.5 
4,600' 
12,o6o 
13% 
3,300 
3,500. 
:+200·· 
· Japan 13% 
UAE12% 
/ India 10% · 
Pakistan 8% 
· Siflgapore 6% 
Saudi Arabia 42% 
US14% 
. 'UK 7%  I  / 
··Japan 5% 
Germany4%· 
*'* * * *' 
·Source; Eurostat;  offi~ial OCC statistiCs, Intemadonal Energy:Agency, Gr!!en Paper for a EU Energy Policy 
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STATISTICAL ANNEX 
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16,400 
10,000 
NA 
. 5,488 
. 4;506 
+981' 
UAE30% 
Japan 27% 
· Korea 10% 
Singapore 5% 
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